1. **Immediate Actions.**

   a. Revisions to FSH 2400:
      - A. Removing Faculty Senate Leadership screening of appeals
      - B. Cleaning up the language for the standard of review
      - C. Clarifying the “preponderance of the evidence” standard
      - D. Implementing the Student Appeal Committee
      - E. Permitting the Student Disciplinary Review Board (SDRB) to consider cases in panels of three appointed by the chair, may seek assistance from other members

   b. Revisions to FSH 1640:
      - A. Student Appeal Committee
      - B. SDRB

2. **Future Actions.**

   We plan to consider a more substantial revision of the disciplinary procedures. This revision will be prepared by the Office of General Counsel and The Dean of Students Office after participation by key participants in the process in an Institute on Title IX student disciplinary processes. The goal of these revisions will be to bring the UI into compliance with US Dept. of Ed. expectations regarding Title IX cases, to eliminate as many delays and duplicative procedures as possible, to provide due process to students, and to enable both accused students and complaining students to navigate the disciplinary process more easily.

   When the revision is prepared, Senate Leadership will reconvene this task force to consider the revision with the plan to present a draft of new procedures to the Senate as early as possible in the Fall Semester 2016. Upon approval by the Senate, we will ask the President to call a special faculty meeting if necessary (depending on the timing of the Senate action) to implement the new code procedures on as expedited a basis as possible.